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Competence prevails

AN ALL OVER GOOD DECISION!

We have been specialising in the production of high-quality alu-

Having been an industry specialist for many years, we are very

minium closures made of special deep-drawing aluminium in

well versed in the specific requirements of beverage bottlers. This

accordance with DIN EN 541 since 1989. All our products are

means that we can give you the best advice. We product closures

made of 100 % environmentally friendly material. We have ex-

with a variety of transparent and body colours as well as countless

tensive technical know-how, state-of-the-art production facilities,

printed variations.

and large storage capacities, so that we can respond quickly and
flexibly to the requirements and wishes of our customers. This

Our dynamic business development rests on the pillars of quality,

makes us your perfect choice for both large and small production

flexibility, innovation, and service. Being an SME, we attach great

batches. We count market-leading, established businesses among

importance to long-term customer retention and cooperative

our customers as much as start-up companies.

partnerships.

Durch die GoZee-App wird Ihre Broschüre lebendig
GoZee: Wie man in 30 Sekunden loslegen kann

GoZee: Get started in 30 seconds

1. Geben Sie im App Store oder in Google Play „GoZee“
in das Suchfeld ein und laden Sie die App auf Ihr
Smartphone oder Tablet herunter.
2. Öffnen Sie die App und verwenden Sie sie auf Seiten
mit dem GoZee-Symbol.

1. Go to App Store or Google Play, enter “GoZee”
in the search field and download the app to
your smartphone or tablet.
2. Open the app and use it on pages with the GoZee icon.
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A WIDE VARIETY OF PRODUCTS

Gas-tight (GD) aluminium closures are key component of our wide
product range. This type of closure is perfectly suited for mineral
water, lemonades, beer, wine, champaign, milk, and milk shakes.
In terms of transparent and body colours as well as print motifs,
we are always glad to implement our customers’ very own wishes
and instructions. We produce closures containing PVC or PVCfree closures or closures with a locking ring as well as five-fold or
six-fold perpendicular indentation.
Our Topvent closures are particularly well suited for non-carbo
nated and carbonated fruit juices. These are ventilating aluminium
closures that can be used in both hot fillings and cold fillings, and
also for heat exchangers, and pasteurisation.
PP closures with EPE cap seals made of polyethylene foam as well
as special designs with PVC seals for hot fillings, pasteurisation,
and drinks containing CO2 with compound. These closures can be
produced to feature a locking ring or perpendicular indentation.
In addition to this, special productions such as perpendicular
perforation for returnable bottles or special closures with a spout
can be made.

Gas-tight aluminium closures (GD)

PP closures

Topvent closures

GoZee image gallery: Production in four steps

WE DO NOT COMPROMISE ON QUALITY

Continuous quality control
with high-speed cameras

Given that we as a long-standing industry partner know just how
crucial meeting the highest quality standards is for our customers,
we have been working in accordance with the ISO 9001 DIN standard for 20 years. This entails, among other things, quality checks
at our own test laboratory as well as using top-notch materials. We
carry out sensory testing to ensure that the quality of flavour of
the products is preserved for our customers, and we continuously
examine our production process. Among others, cameras checking
our closures for cleanliness, roundness, and other relevant parameters are a permanent feature in this. This way, our customers
may rest assured that all the closures that we deliver meet the
highest quality standards.
The AWK team is made up of qualified and regularly trained specialists with the latest know-how and the latest industry knowledge.
Being the market leader for milk closure, we work with a specialised
partner for the paint required to resist high levels of temperature
stress.
The issue of environmental protection and the protection of natural
resources is gaining ever more importance. It is for this reason
that we have initiated comprehensive environmental and energy
management. For the future for our environment!

CUSTOMER-ORIENTED SERVICE

In quality assurance, we assist you on location with aspects such as screwing
and unscrewing tests of the closures, tightness checks and more. Be it over the
phone or in person on location: We are glad to assist you!
From skilled consultation to punctual delivery, we offer our customers a comprehensive service package. This includes technical support in the maintenance
of closure technology on location and more. The well-trained AWK service technicians work across Germany for our customers. When it comes to switching
from GD closures to Topvent closures, for example, we assist our customers
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